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 Ice cream social August 8 at 6:30 at Caryl Calsyn's historic 
house 2 blocks east of  281 at Avenue F - pink Victorian house.

President's Message
by Rick Copple

The ticking clock reminded me of  my own shrinking mortality. I stared at a blank 
screen. The blinking cursor taunted me to write something. Anything.

A glimpse of  inspiration niggled at my consciousness. Like reaching for a treasure 
just beyond my fingertips, I strained to draw it into a whole plot. I sipped some hot 
tea. Still not there.

Maybe if  I started writing, it would come to me. Has happened before. So I began, 
"The ticking clock reminded me of  my own mortality."

Good first line. Nice hook. Now what? I pushed on, grinding out a story, line by 
line until character motivations came alive, sub-plots enriched the tale, and the story 
twist emerged from the movement of  the developing sentences.

A loud "Bling!" caused me to jerk in my seat. A calendar reminder popped up. Oh 
yes. Time for the August writer's meeting. They'll have ice cream! And interesting 
stories. Can't miss that.

I get dressed and shave the stubble from my face. I start to shut my computer 
down, but I stop. My story stares back at me, forlorn. Do I dare print it out and read 
it? What if  they hate it? Maybe I'll get some encouraging comments or helpful advice. 
If  I can't test drive it among my writer friends, where else?

I hit the print button, stuffed it in my folder, and headed out the door. I arrived at 
social time. Ice cream! I ate my fill and chatted until the business meeting started. 
Dispensing with that, one by one writers read their poems and stories.

Then my turn arrived. I reached the podium, and quelled the nervousness in my 
voice. "I wrote this just today. A bit of  a rough draft. I call it, 'The Eternal Clock.'

"The ticking clock reminded me of  my own shrinking mortality...."
The story ended with polite applause. A couple people commented on concepts 



and words they enjoyed. I sat down, feeling content.
At first, I thought it was from having done a good job. Oh yeah, there is that. 

Nothing like a little praise to encourage you to keep struggling with the words until 
you have a story to tell.

Yet, it was then that it jumped out at me. It was more than my story, or anyone 
else's stories and poems. It was the fact that we shared them with each other. With 
friends. With friends working toward a common goal.

That makes us a family. We have a huge refrigerator and like parents, we post each 
other's accomplishments and work on the fridge. Because we're proud of  each other. 
Like family.

And did I mention? There's ice cream this August!



POETRY

Candied Walnuts
by Krystal Dawn Sara Cates

Delicious and sweet....
Candied walnuts, sugared....
Sprinkled,
Are remarkable treats...
Making my mouth water...
And my eyes...beam....

Haiku:  August
 by Kay Lee

It rained a little
the night before you moved away --
and I cried, too.

Talent
by Caryl Calsyn

God-given talent relegated                                                                                        
to a “Someday File”
in the mind, becomes
in this dormant state—
merely potential.

 
Potential which never
entertains, enlightens,
uplifts or touches a heart.



by Dave Cagley

there are two things in life
that are really worth knowing
biology and necrology
so we'll know if  we're coming or going

Haiku
by Stephan Lay

From under the bed
Human children terrify
Sleeping monster young

Dreams
by Mary Ann Gardner

Dreams are elusive
Like smoke suspended in air
A glance, a peek—a whisper
Then in a moment—gone
Never to resurface

FLASH FICTION

DEFINITION
By Kay Lee

Clearly, the cat was hostile:  ears flattened against its head, eyes narrowed to slits, 
back arched, tail bushed out.

“Now, that,” thought the politician, “is a fine example of  ‘stand yer ground.’”


